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It seemed impossible that they could
repeat their triumph. At the annual
Huntingdon Winery Music Festivalin
Mudgee last November, the dynamic,
young Australian Chamber
Orchestra had offered A Night with
LeonJanacek, including the composer's
passionate Kreutzer Sonata, which had
filled the winery's stone barn with
sound and thrilled the audience.
Straight from that adrenalin high,
they'd come down to Sydney to record
the Sonata (and three others} for their
first Sony Classical CD-and frankly,
I'd had doubts that the excitement could
possibly be captured on vinyl. Listening
to the record that was released earlier
this year, though, the sweeping fiddle
tutti, the discords that were aggressively
shouted rather than apologised for
were all still there in a performance of
spine-tingling attack . I was blasted
back into my chair.
1ntingdon festival(photos by Jeremy
How could this 17-strong group with an
:!es): The orchestrain rehearsalunder
average age of just 24 achieve the
drew Ford'sbaton (HartmutLindemann,
impact of a full symphony orchestra,
,/a soloist); and Tognettiabout to lead the while adding the brightness and precind into action).
sion that only a disciplined chamber
group can attain? And where does this
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young band stand in 1992-17
after its foundation?

years

For, to be honest, the ACO has had an
uneven history-with five different leaders over the years, each imposing a different style; with uncertain
membership ... usually young, and often
female, because males couldn't handle
the financial risk; with finances which
have rarely matched its ambitions; with
a need to tour nationally and internationally in order to survive ... an impossible imposition on musicians who also
had to teach and pick up other performing work in Sydney to make ends meet.
Suddenly, everything seems to have
come together. Both musically and
administratively, matters are sweet.
And the proof lies in a schedule this
year that is seeing subscription series of
concerts in every mainland capital
apart from Adelaide (where the
Adelaide Chamber Players are seen as
friends against whom it would be foolish to compete), and an unprecedented
number of four overseas tours. Records,
too, must be cut for the new Sony contract-a deal that in itself is evidence of

unprecedented enthusiasm for their
music-making. And all this activity has
enabled the ACO to place most of their
players on an -annual contract for the
first time-instead of employing them
when there was work, and if they were
available.
On the surface, the key to this meeting
of minds, music and money is the presence of the ACO' s leader, Richard
Tognetti. Despite his surname, the 27
year old is not a glamorous European
import, but a Wollongong-born violinist
(and surfer} who was nurtured through
Sydney's Conservatorium and Youth
Orchestra to the point where he had to
go away to Berne to learn more. After
winning prizes there, he made his
intentions clear by investing his winnings in a glorious old Gagliano violin
and returning to Australia. Many would
have seen their logical future in Europe
under the same circumstances. But
T9gnetti' s return miraculously coincided
with the departure of the ACO' s then
leader, the 50-year-old Carl Pini. 'Pini',
in General Manager, Tim Walker's
words, 'was an elegant leader. But, with
his white manesurrounded by sixteen
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24 year olds, he looked odd. Richard
looks perfect. And he has a wonderful
musical intelligence .. .always striving for
new ways of interpreting music, almost
too hard! Maybe he's reinventing the
wheel-but everything feels fresh.'
For Sony's Australian classical manager, Matthew Freeman, who had to
sell his decision to give the ACO the
company's first local classical music
contract (joining bands like Midnight
Oil and Noiseworks on Sony's roster),
'it's the accessibility of the ACO and
the possibilities of profiling Richard'
that appealed. 'Around the world, Sony
mostly contracts conductors to provide
an orchestra for recordings. With a
conductor only for occasional concerts
by the ACO, we need Richard's personality ... such a nice nature and such
enormous knowledge. · And we're going
to need all their youth and enthusiasm if
we're really going to get this struggling
music form accepted on a major scale.'
Images of Nigel Kennedy-style hype
sprang to mind-for Tognetti's own performance of Vivaldi's Four Seasons last
year did seem to lay emphasis on ear-

rings and trendy rather than formal
dress. 'No Kennedy imaging', Freeman
assured me. 'They're a very ethical
orchestra, very much into authenticity.'
Mind you, his eyes misted a little at the
prospect of a record cover with Tognetti
on a surf-board playing a plastic violin!
And the first disc's Barber Adagio-familiar as the theme tune from the film
Platoon-was going to be issued as a
single to radio stations who might otherwise not have touched the ACO with a
barge-pole.
More ethical still was the choice of a
firmly twentieth century repertoire for
Sonata for Strings
the disc-Walton's
and Shostakovich's Chamber
Symphony as well as the Janacek and
Barber-with which to announce to the
world that this was an uncompromising
band with a vitality that would shame
many older and more famous orchestras elsewhere. And the record will go
to the world as the ACO tours Europe
and Asia this year, America next. In
return, Freeman hopes that the ACO' s
enhanced reputation will be sufficient to
attract top Sony recording artists like
Arleen Auger and Murray Perahia,

who've never toured Down Under to
'
break their fast.
For violinist Leigh Middenway, a
veteran in her early 30s, who first
played with the ACO in 1979 and has
served under four of its five leaders
Richard Tognetti is more than a ma~keting dream. 'He's extremely idealistic;
with a determination to push people to
heights they might not otherwise reach.
Now that can be aggravating or just
plain exhausting-but it's certainly
given us an increased standard in the
last two years. As librarian and orchestral executive, I'm often in the middle
between Richard wanting more
rehearsals or recording sessions and
Tim wanting less of both or less rest
when we're travelling. We usually find
the right balance though. In fact, now
that we rehearse in the same building
in which we have our offices, we're
more and more one big family.'
But they're a family that works more
than it plays. The result is that they have
the confidence to present their music
freshly. It may just mean more attack,

RichardTognetti
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the breath away. A difficult piece by
the contemporary Polish composer
Lutoslawski-his Trauer Music-began
at the Opera House in darkness, gradually lightened up, and then faded to
black again. It was greeted, at
Tognetti's request, with a silence by the
audience which was as powerful as
any standing ovation.
Many of the effects which enhance their
music are first tried out at the
Huntingdon Festival. It helps that
Tognetti is also Musical Director of the
five day annual event-and is married
to the daughter of the vineyard! There,
an audience of 400 which has bought
the whole program (and accompanying
food and wine) sight unseen, knows
that in exchange for some of the musical highlights of their lifetimes, they
must also put up with ·some unpredictability by the performers. At l l pm
(and before supper!) Tognetti may apologise that he's sorry, but they've prepared just one more piece-and we're
simply going to have to sit there and
listen to it! Or an intelligent introduction
by musicologist Andrew Ford may
have provided sufficient answers to
Charles Ives' Unanswered Question-a
piece involving strings playing out of
sight, a trumpet high up amongst the
wine-making equipment, and winds on
stage-that suddenly so many of the
problems surrounding twentieth century
composition seemed to have been laid
bare.
It's strange that all the talk so far has
been about modern music when the
ACO is associated in most minds with
the Baroque era. Perhaps this perception arises from the Orchestra's long
association with the great British guru
of the Baroque, Christopher
Hogwood-who has conducted them,
played harpsichord with them, advised
them, and provided them with his international contacts. He's still vitally there
at the end of a fax line, and the ACO's
program for this year includes all the
right names, like Vivaldi, Bach, Haydn,
Rameau and Mozart-as well as
Baroque specialists Michala Petri on the
recorder and Steven lsserlis on cello.

that even though
Richard
has keen views on
authentic interpretation of this old
music-which include re-tuning instruments down to the pitch of the period,
but not playing so softly that audiences
in halls like the Opera House and
Victorian Arts Centre Concert Hall can
hardly hear-there's more intrinsic
excitement in modern music. Prokoviev,
Schoenberg and Shostakovich are frequently mixed in with the works of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries at
ACO concerts. All that's missing is the
classical era-which needs an orchestra fuller than the ACO's staple.
Which brings us to the fraught question
of Australian composition-which
is
also entirely absent from ACO subscription series. Why is there no Sculthorpe
in amongst the Schoenberg and
Shostakovich? The Australia Council's
Performing Arts Board believes there
should be-not surprising considering
that most of the members of its Music
Committee are composers. Tim
Walker, the ACO's General
Manager, on the other hand, believes
that the country's only national orchestra, relying for 62% of its income on
box office, has to play what its audiences want. 'And all the statistics show
that our audience numbers plummet
when we play local music. They want a
first class orchestra tackling music from
our heritage and culture. And all over
the world, this work is subsidised.
'We're not against Australian music',
Walker continued. 'We planned a
series of concerts of it in Sydney and a
recording-but didn't get the funding.
We'll try one concert and the recording
to prove that we do care. But there's no
point in sending the orchestra bankrupt!
With only 9% of our $3 .5m annual
budget from the government, we have
a higher priority to satisfy the donors
and corporate sponsors who contribute
30%. They're appreciative that we can
offer them the sort of national exposure
that no other musicians can. And governments should be pleased that we
tour the country so cheaply. Victorian
State tours by their opera company·

Next year the ACO is pl,anning a DC3
tour of smaller centres right across the
country-from Mildura to Kunanurra.
'All it needs is a plane and a TV station
to buy into it, and we're off', dreamed
an optimistic Walker. Given the enthusiasm with which Leigh Middenway
recalls an earlier Northern Territory
tour, this one should be exciting. 'It was
a major highlight in my career. We
went in two trucks, and there was dust
everywhere. But there was Katherine
Gorge at dawn. And a school performance at Nhulenbuy, on the western
tip of the Gulf of Carpentaria, where
there were no walls, so we saw sunset
as we played for aboriginal kids who
responded with rhythm to burn. It was a
brilliant antidote to all our time spent in
cities.'
But in '92, cities are where the audiences are. London results from the rare
accolade of an invitation to appear at
The Proms. In Beijing, the ACO represents Australia at celebrations of 20
years of cultural relations with China.
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Seoul, Singapore,
Bangkok and Jakarta are on the itinerary for the first time in nine years
because of generous sponsorship from
IBM. And Newcastle (NSW) is where
Richard Tognetti believes the best hall
in Australia for chamber music can be
found.
'They used to say ''Jointhe ACO and

see Australia'\ recalls Leigh
Middenway. 'Now it's the world. And I
do really think we're justified in having
Australia in our title.' Tim Walker also
compared the past to the present in his
summing up. 'In the past, it may not
have been a stepping stone artistically
for our players to move on from the
ACO to one of the ABC Symphony
Orchestras ... but it was economically.
Now, we're competing with those
orchestras all round-and I think players will prefer to remain where their
contribution is more noticeable. As they
get older, maybe the character of the
orchestra will change. But with Richard
Tognetti at the helm, it'll never be dull.'
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